
Northpointe
Specialty Courts
Manage your treatment docket

Your court works hard to promote positive change while holding 

offenders responsible for their choices. As experts who specialize in 

RNR strategies and dynamic caseflow management, we stand ready 

to help with our Northpointe Specialty Courts software:

• Automatically determine program eligibility 

• Perform validated risk/needs assessments 

• Build meaningful case plans 

• Capture treatments and tests 

• Track progress, results, and outcomes 

• Coordinate and collaborate with your team 

• Communicate issues and progress

Northpointe Specialty Courts is an integrated software solution 

that manages all participant processing and case/court activities. 

It’s completely scalable, affordable, and applicable for all types of 

treatment-focused dockets – from small, single-user systems to 

statewide implementations – and it easily interfaces with other case 

management systems for a seamless, easy-to-use solution. Because 

we understand your unique needs and challenges, Northpointe 

Specialty Courts is designed to support your court’s primary goals:

• Providing the treatment and services that address core needs to 

help offenders stay clean and sober

• Holding people accountable for meeting their obligations to the 

court, society, themselves, and their families

• Reducing recidivism rates by breaking the cycle of crime

• Improving coordination between treatment services and the 

criminal justice system

• Promoting public safety

Case plans and activities are based on individual 
risks and needs for meaningful intervention.
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Northpointe Specialty Courts is 

an integrated software solution 

that manages all participant 

processing and case/court 

activities.
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Manage Change
 Your Way
Your agency works hard to promote positive change while 

holding offenders responsible for their choices. As experts 

who specialize in RNR strategies and dynamic caseflow 

management, we stand ready to help with our Northpointe 

Specialty Courts software.

COMPAS Risk and Needs Assessments: One of the most 

Scientifically Advanced Assessments available - allows you to 

easily select any combination of its 22 risk and needs scales to 

effectively and efficiently inform decisions. After selecting your 

scale combinations COMPAS saves them as custom “scale sets” 

for repeated use in the assessment wizard. The main COMPAS 

Bar Chart and accompanying Narrative Report provide for easy 

case interpretation. Numerous secondary assessment tools are 

also provided for mental health, PTSD, domestic violence, sex 

offender, etc. 

The integrated Case Plan effectively links the efforts of case 

workers, participants, their family, and various collaborators like 

treatment providers, in order to facilitate a needs-driven treatment 

plan that provides the best chance for lasting success.

Set next court dates, track attendance, log and filter case progress 

notes, record court recommendations and actions, refer, enroll 

and track program participation, and handle many other activities 

with Offender and Case Tracking. Drug test results are managed 

manually or through an interface with your test lab. Treatment 

providers can securely access the system to enter progress notes 

and other information. Violations, graduated sanctions, rewards, 

and case outcomes are also tracked. Views can be personalized 

for all users and reports are easily created through the integrated 

report writer.

The Case Timeline and Workload Manager let you see case and 

person milestones and tasks on a graphical timeline. Quickly filter 

by event type to drill into specifics (assessments, plans, tests, court 

activities, etc.). 
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A completely scalable and affordable solution

About equivant

We’re driven by a justice system that instills confidence through its processes and is accessible to all 
citizens. Like you, equivant aims to embrace community while advancing justice and deliver better 
outcomes to all who touch the justice system. We do this through our deep domain knowledge, modern 
technologies, and expert services that help promote public and individual safety by informing decisions at 
every step. As fellow stewards of justice, equivant is committed to your mission and we value your ideals. 
Our people operate with fairness and integrity, believing that there is no such thing as “good enough”. 
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Case Eligibility
Charges 

Criminal History

Drug Testing

Program Information

Offender Assessments
Risk / Needs (22 scales)

Case Planning

Person Summary
Physical Characteristics

Contact Information

Relationships

Medical and Education

Treatment Summary
Providers

Insurance Information

Treatment History

Substance Use History

Medications

Supervision Summary
Level of Supervision

Frequency / Contact Log

Conditions / Violations

Supervision History

Behaviors and Rewards

Specialty Court Summary
Appearance Tracking

Team Activity Logs

Treatment Services Log

Drug Test Tracking

Judicial Screen
Case Activity Summary 

Court Notes

Recommended Action

Court Action Taken

Attendance Summary

Other Utilities
Visual Case Timeline

Workload Manager

Accounting

Scheduling

Ad Hoc Reporting


